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The choice is clear.

While other custody providers merge,
we stay focused on your business.
With our transparent pricing, timely insights and resources, and more than 70 years
of perfecting the customer experience, Fidelity delivers the premium custody platform
your independent RIA business deserves:

 Zero commissions

on stock, ETF, and options trades





Institutional no-transaction-fee platform

that eliminates transaction fees for participating mutual funds*

Commitment to private ownership

with a focus on client needs and not shareholder returns

Award-winning tech integration storefront

providing more than 200 fintech integrations†

 In-house capital markets team focused on transparency

by disclosing execution quality using Financial Information Forum industry standards

 Dedicated relationship manager
for every RIA client

See how we can help you right now.
Visit i.Fidelity.com/maxvalue
or call 800.735.3756.

*Fidelity’s iNTF program allows advisors to purchase institutional-class products with no transaction fees. Our offering includes over 190 fund
families, with approximately 3,110 mutual funds and growing.
Fidelity Integration Xchange was recognized as the 2020 Model Wealth Manager: Product of the Year by Celent and the 2019 Best Custodian
Technology Program by the Wealthmanagement.com 2019 Industry Awards.

†

Fidelity InstitutionalSM provides clearing, custody, or other brokerage services through National Financial Services LLC or Fidelity Brokerage
Services LLC. Both are Fidelity Investments companies and members of NYSE and SIPC.
© 2020 FMR LLC. All rights reserved. 941896.1.0
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Clients' use of robo advisors, by investable assets
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Who actually uses robos? New
data reveals surprising answers

How to help clients dodge a nasty
December tax surprise

Which BD services are the most
important during COVID-19?

Digital advice providers “have only a

This has been a taxing year for clients

Wealth management firms should

few years to achieve critical mass, or

in many ways, and it could get even

define success by how well their opera-

they will be sold for parts like Motif

tougher — investment-wise — unless

tions perform under pressure, Kestra

and Folio Financial,” Laura Varas, CEO

financial advisors take action, writes

Financial COO Kris Chester says in an

and founder of Hearts & Wallets, told

Ryan Dooyema, senior regional direc-

episode of Financial Planning’s podcast.

Financial Planning.

tor at Russell Investments.
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Editor’s View

RIAs step up to
the COVID-19
challenge
Which changes will become permanent? Our latest
RIA Leaders ranking points the way.
Surprises abound in this year’s RIA Leaders ranking.
At the outset, we expected planners would tell stories
about their struggles: coronavirus, shuttered offices,
economic turmoil, jittery clients. But that’s not what
they focused on.
“It was surprising to hear how many positives
advisors see in a very tumultuous year,” contribut-

From AI to
chatbots, hear
what else is next
for advisors.

ing writer Kenneth Corbin tells me. “They all recalled
dark periods and difficult transitions to all-remote
work, but they didn’t dwell on that.”
Instead, new planning challenges invigorated them. “Clients are rethinking their financial plans with a new perspective informed by the pandemic,”
Corbin says. “They’re thinking more deeply about important issues like philanthropy, estate planning and their legacies.”

Financial Planning is
sharply focused on
what matters most
to advisors — their
clients, their practice,
and managing their
client’s portfolios.

Advisors also say pandemic-related shutdowns also forced their firms to
onboard long-promised new technology. Now they have better tools to service
clients and more efficient ways to connect when they are out of the office.
“With few exceptions, advisors and clients have come to accept video conferencing as a way of life,” Corbin writes in “High touch, high tech,” on page
18, which accompanies our 7th RIA Leaders ranking. For this exclusive ranking, we worked with RIA in a Box to identify the country’s largest independent,
fee-only planning firms. We excluded firms that take commissions or retain
broker-dealer or insurance company affiliations. (Find the full list beginning
on page 24.)
While it’s tempting to flip immediately to the list, I urge you to first consider
what top-ranked RIAs told us. Together, their insights paint a picture of the
future of the planning industry.
Video conferences are here to stay. Office sizes will shrink. Many advisors
will continue to work from home at least several days a week. And firms will

Subscribe and listen:

www.financial-planning.com/podcast

increasingly embrace new digital tools to make it all work.
“My sense is that Patrick Goshtigian of EP Wealth Advisors has it right,”
Corbin tells me. “The future will be a hybrid that sees a return to the face-toface meetings that are a staple of the business, but also retains the best of
the new digital tools that advisors have been adopting.” — Chelsea Emery

Financial-Planning.com
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GO FROM

Financial Advisor
TO

Retirement
Hero
Your clients need heroes
like never before.
Today, more than ever, your clients’ employees
need access to the tools and resources that can
help them keep their retirement savings plans
on track and give them the conﬁdence to
weather any storm.
BE THE RETIREMENT HERO
YOUR CLIENTS NEED.

www.adp.com

■

844-ADP-ELITE

For its retirement plan recordkeeping customers, ADP agrees to act as a
nondiscretionary recordkeeper performing ministerial functions at the
direction of the plan sponsor and/or plan administrator.
ADP, the ADP logo and Always Designing for People are trademarks of
ADP, LLC. All other trademarks and service marks are the property of their
respective owners. 99-5376-D-ADV02-0520 ADPBD20200501-0884
Copyright © 2019-2020 ADP, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Benchmark
DATA-BASED INSIGHT FROM FINANCIAL PLANNING AND ARIZENT RESEARCH

Retirement Advisor Confidence Index

Clients bullish despite COVID, election
“Most people don’t think we’re out of the woods yet, but it’s improving,” an advisor said.
By Kenneth Corbin

Retirement savers have a bigger appetite for risk and are
beginning to feel more optimistic about their stock investments as the country begins to reopen during the ongoing
pandemic, according to the latest Retirement Advisor Confidence Index, Financial Planning’s monthly barometer of
business conditions for wealth managers.
“Amidst COVID-19 and economic uncertainty, investors
[are] surprisingly sanguine about financial plans,” according

AMOUNT OF CLIENT ASSETS USED TO PURCHASE
EQUITY-BASED SECURITIES
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tracks retirement investments in equities hit a high for the
year with a score of 62.8, up just half a point from the previous
month but 18.2 points over the same period a year ago.
RACI scores above 50 indicate an increase in confidence,
and scores below that mark signify a decline.
Advisors polled generally report strong confidence among
retirement savers, though they’re not entirely convinced that
the optimism is warranted.
One advisor sees clients responding favorably to market
rebounds, but expects that “many will start freaking out” at
the next downturn.
Overall, the composite RACI score in August checked in at
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52.9, a modest 0.7 point dip from the previous month, but still
the second-highest score of the year, and 6.9 points up from
the same month a year ago.
“The general sentiment among clients was that things are
getting better,” one advisor says. “Most people don’t think
we’re out of the woods yet, but it’s improving.”
It’s no surprise then that several advisors report clients are
willing to take on more risk in their retirement plans. The
RACI component that tracks clients’ risk tolerance checked in
at 57, the highest mark since April 2019. Risk tolerance scores
slumped in the early months of this year, but bounced back

significantly in June and have been creeping up since.
The August score accounted for a 1.7 point increase over
July, and was 25 points ahead of the same month a year ago.
Still, some advisors report that their clients are hedging, with
some keeping more money in cash because of the uncertainty
around the coronavirus and the upcoming election.
“Clients are holding cash in waiting for the election,” one
advisor says.
The component of RACI that measures assets allocated to

The Retirement Advisor Confidence Index, published in partnership with ADP®, is created by the editors of Financial Planning
and is based on a monthly survey of about 300 advisors. Visit financial-planning.com for more results.
ADP and the ADP logo are registered trademarks of ADP, Inc. ADP does not provide tax, financial, investment or legal
advice, or recommendations for any particular situation or type of retirement plan.
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Benchmark
cash posted a score of 53.3 in the most recent survey, off a

cautioning clients against making dramatic changes to their

point from the previous month but 13.3 points up from the

plan based on market turbulence.

same period a year ago. Cash allocations have seen scores

“Through this pandemic, I have not had many changes
from 401(k) participants to either their contributions, fund

above 50 for the past four months, peaking in June at 55.
For some clients, the uncertainty around the election has

choices or distributions,” one advisor says. “I have had a few

led them to adopt a wait-and-see mentality. One says clients

concerned calls, and a few people did move some assets to

are “not making any changes until after [the] election.”

cash. Otherwise, most participants have stayed the course
throughout.” FP

Advisors offered similar counsel throughout the year,
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Kenneth Corbin is a Financial Planning contributing writer in Boston and Washington. Follow him on Twitter at @kecorb.

Earn CE credits with Financial Planning
Easily earn up to 12 hours of CE credit from the CFP Board and the Investments & Wealth Institute.
Read the articles and answer the appropriate questions correctly to qualify for CE credit.

Financial Planning does not provide a certificate of completion. However, you will receive confirmation if you’ve passed the quiz. Please keep the confirmation
for your records. Financial Planning reports results to the CFP Board weekly. The board may take an additional two weeks to post results.

Sign up for free and get started today.
www.financial-planning.com/ce-quiz
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“

It is so much more than
just dollars and cents—
I’m transforming client lives.
I’m impacting their families
for multiple generations with
my training from
Ed Slott and Company.
JOIN THE “ELITE”

The knowledge and confidence I’ve gained from
joining Ed Slott’s IRA Advisor GroupSM has not only
enabled me to solve my clients’ biggest problems—
it’s helped avoid them altogether. From helping
churches and non-profits understand the power
of Qualified Charitable Distributions (QCDs) to
beneficiary form planning with individuals—the
impact of these choices will be felt for decades.

▶ Unparalleled education & resources
▶ Exclusive access to leading experts
▶ An industry-leading network of peers
▶ Instant credibility
▶ Actionable business ideas

Investing in my membership has enabled me to
evolve as an advisor. In the March 2020 market
downturn, our relationship was no longer about
investment performance; it was all about taking care
of my people. From the numerous breaking-news
updates to having access to the IRA Experts as my
back-office support, the group continues to introduce
invaluable resources I may not have otherwise
considered, continuously adding new arrows in my
quiver as a retirement expert.

”

Everything that they put together for us, I just don't
know where else I would get all of this in one place.

Sherrie Campbell, CFP ®, Watkinsville, GA

TAKE THE FIRST STEP
The first step to qualifying for Ed Slott’s Elite
IRA Advisor GroupSM is to attend a live
2-Day IRA Workshop
OCTOBER 19-20, 2020 | LIVE VIRTUAL
- ORComplete the eSeminar series on demand!

Save $300 on either option
Code: FINPLAN

Both updated for the SECURE Act

Visit irahelp.com/elitegroup to learn more today!
Email: info@irahelp.com Phone: 800-663-1340
SM

Copyright © 2020 by Ed Slott and Company, LLC
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IN PRACTICE

Boomer

revenue sagged.
Cash is a big business for
RIA custodians. According to
Goldman Sachs, 13.6% of
Schwab’s client assets are in
cash and the Schwab One
bank deposit product AUM
has grown by 12% per
annum since 2015, outpacing
the firm’s overall asset
growth. At Fidelity, money
market funds earn the firm
as much as 42 basis points
per year in fees — that’s the
type of fee you would expect
to pay for an actively
managed bond fund.

A complicated relationship
RIAs can find a lot to love — and a lot to hate — about
their custodians.

Many advisors feel custodians make business decisions
that benefit the bank at our
clients’ expense. For example,
in January 2018, Schwab
announced it would no longer
allow client cash balances to
sweep automatically into

By Allan Boomer

money market funds. Instead
the cash would default to its
How do you feel about your firm’s custodial

reaction when Schwab cut equity commis-

own bank deposit product. At

bank? You might love them because they

sions to $0 from $4.95 and TD Ameritrade

the time, this bank deposit

provide you with asset safety, technology,

and Fidelity quickly followed suit. (Shortly

product yielded considerably

trading and client statements. You may hate

thereafter, Schwab, the largest RIA custodian

lower interest than prevailing

them because of the ways they fall short:

in the country, announced its $26 billion

money market funds. Advisors

when they compete with you, when customer

merger with TD Ameritrade, restricting

who wanted to keep their

service is inconsistent and when their

competition even further.)

clients in the higher yielding

business decisions make you look bad.

Many cheered the move to zero commis-

money market funds would

sions as a logical next step in an industry

have to go through the

ing collectively hold 80% of the RIA firms’ $4

where trading costs have been declining

cumbersome process of

trillion in advisory assets, according to Cerulli

steadily since the mid-1970s. However, smart

submitting trade orders to

Associates. You might call this an oligopoly.

RIA advisors asked, “What’s the catch?”

buy and sell the funds.

Schwab, Fidelity, TD Ameritrade and Persh-

Similar to a monopoly, where a single

No advisor is naïve enough to believe

Consider the example of

company has the majority of the industry’s

custodians work for free. Trading fee revenue

a client who transfers

market share, an oligopoly is an industry

only accounted for 8% of Schwab’s total

$10,000 to buy stock and

controlled by two or more firms. Oligopolies

revenue, according to Morningstar, a relative

fund a wire. Prior to January

can block new competitors from entering the

drop in the bucket. Nearly 90% of Schwab’s

2018, when the client would

market, slow-down innovation, and increase

revenue comes from net interest (57% of

transfer the cash, it would

prices, all of which can harm customers.

sales), the profit spread made on lending

sweep into a money market

against client cash balances and asset

fund by default. The fund

services often appear to be coordinated

management (32% of sales). Schwab’s bread

would automatically be

within the group. A perfect example: the

and butter would remain intact if trading

redeemed when a trade or

The prices for oligopolies’ products or
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See What Cambridge Financial
Professionals Say About Us

At Cambridge, there is a tremendous amount of
internal communication. Actions speak louder than
words and Cambridge associates’ actions show
they are listening.
– Tony B.
Joined 2019

833-741-0498 | JoinCambridge.com/we-are-here-for-you

®

Testimonials may not be representative of the experience of other customers and is no guarantee of future performance or success.
Securities offered through Cambridge Investment Research, Inc., a broker-dealer, member FINRA/SIPC, and investment advisory services offered through
Cambridge Investment Research Advisors, Inc., a Registered Investment Adviser. Both are wholly-owned subsidiaries of Cambridge Investment Group, Inc.
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Boomer
to go after their RIA clients’ end clients.

of other custodians. And they had a very

We also appreciate that much of the

successful lead generation program that

trades: Buy $10,000 of the money

benefits received by the retail investors

helped funnel leads from TD branches

market fund, sell the money fund to

of these firms will also accrue to our

into the arms of the firm’s RIA clients. In

settle the buy order, then sell more of

RIA clients. But sometimes, the

fact, I met one advisor who claims to

the money market fund to complete

custodians hold back on the offerings

have received more than $50 million in

the wire transfer. Many well-intentioned

that are extended to RIA clients.

leads over the years from TD. As the

wire was requested.
Now an advisor needs to make three

advisors have stopped utilizing money

In 2015, Schwab launched a robo-

oligopoly consolidates, I wonder if some

market funds — costing their clients

advisor platform that could be used by

countless dollars in lost interest income

both its retail and RIA clients. While this

— because of the time constraint.

sounds like a great benefit to RIA firm

compete within an oligopoly. Another

owners, many were shocked to learn

way is through differentiation.

of this innovation will be lost.
Pricing is one way that firms

Making you look bad

they would be charged a higher fee for

Earlier this year, Pershing introduced

the platform than the fee charged to

zero, there is a huge opportunity for RIA

custody fees to their RIA clients and

retail clients. Another example is when

custodians to distinguish themselves in

Fidelity announced it would begin

Schwab began offering fractional

other areas such as customer service

charging custody fees to a larger

shares through its Stock Slices program

and technology, and through strategic

percentage of their RIA clients. These

earlier this year; many advisors were

consulting to help their RIA clients grow

moves prompt new conversations with

disappointed to learn the offering was

their businesses.

clients about fees you never had to

not available for their clients.

Now that trading costs are near

Not all bad

discuss in the past.

Slow innovation

As much as we beat up on our custodi-

if they coincide with periods of

Though TD Ameritrade was the

ans, they have been solid partners. My

heightened volatility when client

smallest of the four-firm oligopoly, they

primary custodian was flexible with

portfolios are already in the red.

were well known for their innovative

minimums and took a chance in 2012

practices. Their trading platform has

that my upstart firm would one day

custodians compete directly with their

been widely hailed as one of the best in

become a sizable client.

RIA clients through their networks of

the industry.

These discussions are more tenuous

Three out of the top four RIA

branch offices and call centers. Most

Their rock-solid asset safety helped

They did not charge a fee for their

me overcome the skepticism of

advisory firms accept this conflict-of

advisor conferences, which was a

would-be-clients who were accustomed

interest because the firms promise not

welcome departure from the practices

to dealing with bulge bracket firms.
Their client-facing customer-service

80% of RIA client assets are held at four firms

teams helped add operational capacity
to my firm. Additionally, I have received
numerous discounts on everything from

$1.4T

shipping to technology by simply

$1.2T

name-dropping my association with

$1T

them. I literally would not be in business

$800B

were it not for my custodian.

$600B

Ultimately, we all desire for our

$400B

custodians to treat us and our clients

$200B

as a priority, and if they don’t serve us
well, we need a range of viable replace-

$0
Charles Schwab

Fidelity Investments

TD Ameritrade

Pershing

Source: Cerulli Associates market estimate (does not include custody and clearing for banks, trust
companies and broker-dealers)

ment options. As the industry consolidates, we just hope we aren’t taken for
granted by these behemoths. FP

Allan Boomer, a Financial Planning columnist, is managing partner and chief investment officer of Momentum Advisors in New York. He co-hosts
a weekly radio show on SiriusXM Ch. 126 that focuses on wealth building and entrepreneurship. Follow him on Twitter @MomentumAdvice.
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Many INvestors

are worried
about having

the money

they’ll need in the future.
A Jackson® variable annuity with the purchase of a living benefit1 has features that can protect2
your client’s income and keep it growing during market upturns and downturns—for life.3
And that can give you both a reason to smile.

Visit Jackson.com to see how your clients can protect and grow their income in any market.
Variable annuities are long-term, tax-deferred investments designed for retirement, involve investment risks and may lose
value. Earnings are taxable as ordinary income when distributed and may be subject to a 10% additional tax if withdrawn
before age 59½.
Before investing, investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges,
and expenses of the variable annuity and its underlying investment options. The current contract
prospectus and underlying fund prospectuses, which are contained in the same document, provide
this and other important information. Please contact The Company to obtain the prospectuses.
Please read the prospectuses carefully before investing or sending money.
1

Add-on benefits are available for an extra charge in addition to the ongoing fees and expenses of the variable annuity. Only one add-on living benefit and one add-on
death benefit may be elected per contract. Once elected, benefits may not be cancelled or changed, please see prospectus for specific benefit availability. The long-term
advantage of the add-on benefits will vary with the terms of the benefit option, the investment performance of the variable investment options selected, and the length of
time the annuity is owned. As a result, in some circumstances the cost of an option may exceed the actual benefit paid under that option.

2

Guarantees are backed by the claims-paying ability of Jackson National Life Insurance Company or Jackson National Life Insurance Company of New York and do not apply
to the principal amount or investment performance of the separate account or its underlying investments. They are not backed by the broker/dealer from which this annuity
contract is purchased, by the insurance agency from which this annuity contract is purchased or any affiliates of those entities, and none makes any representations or
guarantees regarding the claims-paying ability of Jackson National Life Insurance Company or Jackson National Life Insurance Company of New York.

3

On the contract anniversary on or immediately following the designated life’s attained age 59½, the for-life guarantee becomes effective provided: 1) the contract value
is greater than zero and 2) the contract has not been annuitized. If the designated life is age 59½ on the effective date of the endorsement, then the for-life guarantee
becomes effective on that date. All withdrawals reduce the GWB and, depending on the amount of withdrawals taken, adjusted for any GWB step-ups and, any applicable
bonus, the GAWA may be reset to a lower amount when the for-life guarantee becomes effective.
In certain states, we reserve the right to refuse any subsequent premium payments.
Variable annuities are issued by Jackson National Life Insurance Company (Home Office: Lansing, Michigan) and in New York by Jackson National Life Insurance Company
of New York (Home Office: Purchase, New York). Variable annuities are distributed by Jackson National Life Distributors LLC, member FINRA. These products have
limitations and restrictions. Contact the Company for more information. Jackson® is the marketing name for Jackson National Life Insurance Company® and Jackson
National Life Insurance Company of New York®.

Firm and state variations may apply. For institutional use only.
Not for public distribution or use with retail investors.

Not FDIC/NCUA insured • May lose value • Not bank/CU guaranteed
Not a deposit • Not insured by any federal agency
CNC18960A 04/20
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IN PRACTICE

Foss

But to do that, we must
accept that very little will go
back to the way it was; on
the contrary, we need to
build on the foundation we
have laid. I firmly believe
that Zoom, Slack, Skype,
Microsoft Teams, and similar
platforms are now a
permanent part of our
workdays. Advisors and
planners will need to
become increasingly creative
in the ways that we engage
our core audiences — clients
and potential clients — using
these methods.

Preparing your practice for
a post-pandemic world
No vaccine will return advisors and clients to pre-COVID-19
times— it’s time to let go and keep building.

We must
acknowledge
that the
pandemic will
permanently
alter how we do
business.
We can’t become
complacent, thinking, “Oh, I

By Kimberly Foss

know how to use Zoom.”

R
in

Her
adv

By La

Remember, during the
pandemic our clients have
begun measuring the

Whit

consumer experience against

for a

when the pandemic hit, we helped clients

a baseline established by

who

now find ourselves at a critical juncture in the

remain composed in an environment where

online enterprises such as

advis

evolution of our profession. So let’s take one

face-to-face meetings were suddenly

Amazon, Favor and Netflix.

paint

last, careful look at this justly maligned year,

impossible — and even potentially deadly

We must continue to

were

learn all we can and move on.

for our most medically vulnerable clients. To

innovate, adapt and improve

come

do so we completely retooled our workflows

the ways in which we can

mic changes will, without a doubt, perma-

and processes to provide essential services

touch our clients without

thoug

nently alter how we do business and work

— and to stay afloat.

actually sitting across the

the li

table from them.

able,

With our industry barreling into 2021, an old
maxim comes to mind: Hindsight is 20/20.
This is true — literally and figuratively. We

It’s key we acknowledge that the cataclys-

ways they once did.
We know we can help them because,

with our clients, and the way we think about
our enterprise.

Lethal complacency

Th

Next, we have to recom-

let th

the fi

We must foresee and accept that, even

In 2021, we can put to use the hard lessons

mit to on-brand messaging

when we have a vaccine for COVID-19, there

we learned on the fly to continue to reach

built around the fundamen-

will still be a large contingent of folks — par-

clients and other crucial stakeholders with

tals. We are moving into a

ticularly the affluent elderly who make up a

timely, reliable information to help them stay

future where “normal” is

large part of our client base — who will be

calmer, more focused and as much in control

subject to redefinition almost

their

cautious about getting out and about in the

as possible.

Continued on p. 16

missi
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IN PRACTICE

Braxton

st

This sparks another ques-

ll go

tion: How does one ac-

on

knowledge this advantage
based on race and share

we

this privilege with those

e

deserving of participation?
So I ask the question

milar

again: if you were to come
back as a member of a
different race, could you
handle having Black skin
and a Black life?

ative

You could be thinking

age

about all of the opportunities

ents

you were denied even as a

using

white financial professional
in comparison to the known

Recognizing white privilege
in wealth management

o

h, I

sufferings of Black advisors.
Imagine how this effect is
compounded for those who
don’t look like you, or worse,
who don’t have the same
experiences as you based
on where they grew up, the

Here are some tangible methods for opening minds and
advisory practices.

way they experienced
school and the workplace,
or the way they prepared for
encounters with authorities.

By Lazetta Rainey Braxton

There is plenty of data
that demonstrate the
inequities between Blacks

ve
White privilege is a concept worth examining

make room for populations that often do not

ainst

for any wealth management professionals

have representation, voice and influence in

y

who seek to be allies to Black financial

the decision-making process.

as

lix.

rove

n

and whites today.
What seems to be missing
from the conversation is the

You can demonstrate that diversity and

emotion, appreciation and

painting this picture: If you died and you

inclusion matters, not as a token gesture, but

respect that each person,

were reincarnated, would you choose to

as a measure of respect and appreciation.

regardless of race, hopes for

advisors. I describe white privilege by

come back as a Black person?
This question often invokes imagined

with each encounter.

Empathy and understanding help you to

Further, we know that

lead by example.

t

thoughts of life as a Black person and shines

In our profession, considering how a white

employers in wealth man-

e

the light on biases that may feel uncomfort-

person lives versus how a Black person does

agement seek talent with

able, embarrassing or even shameful. Don’t

also unearths the way unconscious bias

education and experience.

m-

let that discomfort stop you: Awareness is

infects wealth management offices.

ng

the first step in growth and advancement.

en-

But why should advisors imagine our-

a

selves in someone else’s shoes?
By doing this, you can listen differently to

growing, diverse talent pool

there are certain conversations and opportu-

from which to attract

nities that allow colleagues who look like you

talented colleagues. This is a
call to recognize that you can

their needs, values, and goals. Your firm’s

to attain direct access to better positions,

p. 16

mission, vision, values and structure can

salaries and networks.
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difficulty connecting with a

When you consider your answer to my
initial question, you may begin to realize that

most

Financial-Planning.com

Yet these employers have

continued on p. 16
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Post-pandemic: Continued from page 14

us have revisited our firms’ disaster

daily. In a constantly shifting landscape,

contingency plans over the past few

our clients need to know we are still

months, looking for ways to build in

In fact, Kansas isn’t even Kansas

here, still building and maintaining

greater resiliency in the face of the

anymore — at least, not the pre-COV-

diversified portfolios and still designing

sudden need to vacate our premises,

ID-19 Kansas. The black swan event

strategies built on peer-reviewed,

whether due to a government order,

that took the form of the coronavirus

research-tested financial principles. If we

social unrest or natural disaster. That

pandemic has altered our world in

expect them to stay the course, we have

type of advance thinking and planning

some ways that have become appar-

to be clear about the destination and

must focus most of all on maintenance

ent, and other ways that still cannot be

our plan for helping them get there.

of service to our clients.

fully anticipated.

Finally, we are going to need to
place an increased premium on being
nimble. This includes everything from
modes of workflow and how we adapt
our processes and procedures to the
new realities of remote teams, to

If we expect clients to
stay the course, we have
to be clear about our
plan for helping them to
reach their destination.

anticipating developments — positive
and negative — and developing

To paraphrase a famous movie
quote, we aren’t in Kansas anymore.

Continual adaptation
Over the history of the human race,
continual adaptation has been the key
to survival. As advisors and planners,
we find ourselves at a critical juncture in
the adaptation of our industry.

As an industry, we did all these

Let’s take one last, careful look in the

stress-tested solutions in advance of

things. At my firm, we did all these

rearview mirror at 2020, and learn all

the event.

things. It was exhausting. But it was

we can. And then let’s turn our eyes to

worth it.

the road ahead. FP

For example, I suspect that many of

Kimberly Foss, CFP, CPWA, is a Financial Planning columnist and the founder and president of Empyrion Wealth Management in Roseville,
California, and New York. Follow her on Twitter at @KimberlyFossCFP.

White privilege: Continued from page 15

humanity of Black professionals in ares

recognize how race unjustly defines the

avail yourself to a wider universe of

including performance reviews,

characteristics and ability of a profes-

individuals who will help you grow your

promotion opportunities and network-

sional. Many of the exact same

business. The choice is yours.

ing engagements.

methods also apply to sharing your

Your voice and presence often carry
more influence than the voices of those
of us who are not white and often don’t
have the same platform.
I hope you will embrace some of
these tangible ways of recognizing and
sharing your privilege:

If you were to come
back as a member of
a different race, could
you handle Black skin
and Black life?

privilege with Latinos, Asian Americans,
Native Americans and other minorities.
We are responsible for how we
engage with fellow advisors and our
clients in understanding how skin color
affects access and advancement.

• Answer the question posed above to

• Examine your firm’s hiring and

Do the work

help you discover your biases.

promotion structures for biases.

Acknowledging your privilege as a

• Challenge yourself to consider if you

• At a minimum, have a hiring policy

white professional in a predominantly

have any fears surrounding increased

that states no one can make an offer

white industry is a tangible way of

diversity in your practice or firm.

for employment unless a representative

staying relevant in an increasingly

• Be vulnerable and ask Black advisors

number of Black candidates are

diverse environment by #DoingTh-

and wealth management professionals

evaluated and interviewed for the job.

eWork. And it has the added benefit of

about their experiences. Listen to,

In asking my question about

helping to support and respect people

believe and understand what you hear.

reincarnation as a professional of a

who have been left out of our industry

• Find ways to amplify the talent and

different hue, my goal is for you to

for far too long. FP

Lazetta Rainey Braxton is co-founder of 2050 Wealth Partners. Follow her on Twitter at @lazettabraxton.
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FEARLESSLY
INDEPENDENT.

We took a risk seventeen years ago and have been
riding the wave of success ever since...
Runner-Up

Broker-Dealer
of the Year
Division III
Investment Advisor Magazine, 2020

...but what matters most is that our advisors are happy.
Carve out your own destiny with
America’s Finest Broker-Dealer®
Member FINRA/SIPC

ifgsd.com/fearless

David Fischer, Co-Founder
800.269.1903 ext. 211
dfischer@ifgsd.com

Only producing Reps of independent broker-dealers who responded to Investment Advisor’s 2020 Broker-Dealer (BD) reference guide are eligible to vote. Broker-dealers become eligible for the award after a
minimum of 10% of is Reps as reported in the June 2020 Broker-Dealer reference guide cast valid ballots. Each voter must rate their BD in 15 different categories. The overall rating question (section B) carries a
30% weighting in determining the representative’s final rating of his or her broker-dealer. The broker-dealer that receives the highest average rating from its voting representatives wins the Broker-Dealer of the
Year in its division.
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High touch,
high tech
This year’s RIA Leaders represent an industry
that will emerge from a post-COVID world
deeply altered.
By Kenneth Corbin

Here’s what we know: The unceasing turmoil that has become synonymous with the
year 2020 has put unprecedented strains on advisory firms.
In an instant, practices were forced to eliminate the in-person contact with clients
that is so central to their businesses and transition to near-universal telework. All the
while they had to serve jittery, sometimes panicked, clients while simultaneously
keeping their firm culture intact.
But many unknowns: What will the industry look like when the pandemic has
passed? Judging by the firms chosen for Financial Planning’s 7th RIA Leaders ranking,
the answer seems to be: probably better. Definitely profoundly altered.
Firms that landed on our RIA Leaders list in 2020 (See methodology on P. 23) have
employed creativity, flexibility and determination to thrive this year. A short list of
upheavals includes a worldwide pandemic and attendant economic collapse, mass
protests for racial justice and a hypercharged political climate. Advisors have
onboarded innovative new methods of connecting with clients and co-workers,
seized opportunities to build up their businesses and forged deeper bonds with the
investors they serve.
“The opportunity is to be a consistent source of stability for our clients,” says Stacy
Murchison, chief marketing officer at Chevy Chase Trust, the No. 1 RIA on the list. “That
means being available, answering tough questions, reworking financial plans and
guiding clients through whatever financial roadblocks they may encounter.”
A likely long-term result of the pandemic is that firms will continue to embrace new
technology faster, experts say, and practices will be quicker to respond to significant
cultural shifts.
“The day that they shut the schools down in the Midwest, we went into attack
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Independence
is freedom
Independence
is freedom
andand
opportunity.
opportunity.

We’re
here
to help
firms
take
full full
We’re
here
to help
firms
take
advantage
of independence.
advantage
of independence.

Here’s
Here’sWhy.
Why.

Here’s
Here’sHow.
How.

“Independence
hashas
allowed
us to
“Independence
allowed
usgrow
to grow
in so
many
ways.
Schwab
inspires
us to
in so many ways. Schwab inspires
us to
do so
much
more,
like
setting
our
goal
do so much more, like setting our goal
to double
in size
in three
years.
” ”
to double
in size
in three
years.

“It’s“It’s
in my
DNA
to help
advisors
likelike
in my
DNA
to help
advisors
MaryJane.
WeWe
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MaryJane.
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ourselves
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and
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we we
their energy and drive. Like her,
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a
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for
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overover
have a passion for creating success
andand
overover
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”
again.”
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Services
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& Pension
Services
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mode,” says Jeff Thomasson, CEO of

meeting or the semimonthly phone call.

year’s list.

for fo

“I honestly think that’s a really good

Oxford Financial Group, No. 5 on this

lunch

thing for the industry. It’s created

presi

deeper connections for us, not just as

cards

the check processor,” Thomasson says.

advisor and client, but as people who

intra

“[We] made them take their computers

care about each other. That, I hope, is

new

and said, ‘We’re done coming into the

going to keep going forward,” Duck-

and a

office — indefinitely.’ That was on a

worth adds.

by th

”We sent everybody home except for

When work-at-home became the

regul

gone on Friday and Monday we were

norm, advisory firms, along with the

will li

all dialed in remotely.”

rest of the business world, quickly

least

Thursday afternoon, everyone was

Indeed, with few exceptions, advisors

discovered that technologies such as

Lik

and clients have come to accept video

Zoom could reach a broader audience

semi

conferencing as a way of life — and in

with less logistical hassle, expanding

and t

some cases, this new emphasis on

communication with clients and

hand
Advisors must embrace revising financial plans
amid a crisis, says Chevy Chase Trust’s Stacy
Murchison.

acqu

at Pathstone, No. 9 on the list, says her

you’re in the office,” Maregni says.

Othe

quick thoughts ... without feeling like it’s

firm has embraced the technology to

Those include a firmwide fitness

COV

such a formal process,” says Kara

support onboarding new advisors and

challenge, virtual company outings and

they

Duckworth, managing director of client

support staff — 11 new recruits since the

a new platform called StarPath.

enha

experience at Mercer Global Advisors,

pandemic’s outbreak.

Company employees can access

autho

remote interaction has actually meant

prospective clients, as well as in

increased communication for clients and

recruiting new talent.
Kelly Maregni, chief advisory officer

advisors alike.
“It’s easier to connect with people on

Tech

StarPath to post short videos of

supp

list. “Immediate feedback is, I think, a

retreat for a family it serves, complete

themselves singing, dancing with their

after

model we’re going to see going forward.”

with guest speakers on estate planning

families or just being wacky.

The firm also coordinated a virtual

which clocked in at No. 3 on this year’s

In the first months of the crisis,

and philanthropy sandwiched between

An

“We’re looking for ways to be

pand

Duckworth says, advisors became

virtual yoga instruction and wine-tast-

innovative in keeping our team

highe

“sounding boards,” fielding frequent

ing sessions.

together,” Maregni says, anticipating

Alcai

that the post-COVID office will

the c

Finan

Similarly, the firm has rolled out

questions in response to some worrisome item that a client read or saw in

novel in-house initiatives to keep

accommodate far more telework than

the news, as opposed to connecting

employees engaged and to recreate

it did before the pandemic.

with them on the normal quarterly

“that little piece of interaction when

“P

As for the contours of the postCOVID office, Maregni sees video

Wealth management firms boost tech spend
duringthe pandemic

conferences with clients and some of

Incre

medi

In

Pathstone’s in-house digital interac-

dates

tions remaining as a way to keep

case

advisors and staff in closer touch

state

across the firm’s seven offices at a time

Grou

40%

when she expects many people will

heart

35%

continue to work more from home.

firm’s

% of firms increasing resources invested in digital tools

30%

33%

25%

32%
26%

20%
15%

25%

21%

10%
5%

“It’s not going to go back to the way

and b

it was, and that’s OK,” she says. “I think

perso

there will be less travel, because we’ve

tance

realized how successful virtual meet-

clien

ings can be.”

0%
Professional
services

Wealth
management

Source: Arizent research, May 2020

Financial
services

Fintech/IT

Other employers

”W

EP Wealth Advisors, No. 15 on this
year’s list, has been maintaining
employee morale by sending gift cards
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for food delivery and organizing virtual
lunches. Patrick Goshtigian, EP’s

RIA Leaders methodology: Rankings are based on discretionary and

president, says that, although the gift

nondiscretionary assets under management listed on SEC Form ADV as

cards won’t last forever, the firm’s

of May 1, 2020. For this ranking of independent, fee-only planning firms,

intranet and in-house social blog —

firms that take commissions or retain broker-dealer or insurance company

new technologies whose development

affiliations are excluded. To capture the firms that primarily offer holistic

and adoption were greatly accelerated

financial advice to individuals, only firms with 50% or more individual

by the pandemic — will remain in

clients, as can be determined through the Form ADV, are included.

regular use, and that many employees

RIA in a Box compiled the rankings.

will likely continue to work remotely, at
least for a few days a week.
Likewise, EP’s expanded online
seminars for clients have been a hit,

lans
cy

heir

ng

han

of

-

son says.
Oxford opted to up the charter

“A lot of owners of RIA firms — they
don’t want to go through another
downturn like this,” she says.

and the firm has shown how it can

budget given concerns about the health

handle employee onboarding and

risks of flying commercially, and there

Advisors, a $4 billion RIA, in July. ”We

acquisitions in a virtual world.

are some destinations off limits for

are in growth mode,” Maregni says.

in-person meetings, either because of

Her firm acquired Cornerstone

Advisory industry historians will be

Tech initiatives

travel restrictions or social unrest in

able to look back at 2020 as proof-of-

Other firms on the list say numerous

cities such as Chicago, Thomasson says.

concept — or not — for the viability of

COVID-19 inspired technology initiatives
and

last 12 weeks, but I don’t care,” Thomas-

But for many of the clients visited by

working remotely.

they launched or accelerated, such as

a firm advisor, those meetings were the

enhanced client portals, transaction-

first in-person sit-downs they’d had

trickier, but going by the actions and

authorization systems and back-office

with anyone since March, which sent a

results achieved by this year’s RIA

support processes, will likely remain even

clear signal of how much Oxford values

Leaders, we can glean the following:

after the coronavirus threat diminishes.

the relationship.

that if technology can’t replicate the

Judging in the middle of a crisis is

experience of an in-person meeting, it

Another lasting effect of the
pandemic will be the expectation of

A surge in M&A?

can come closer than most had

higher levels of service, predicts Mark

Following a brief lull in RIA mergers and

imagined; that in many cases, advisors

Alcaide, senior managing director of

acquisitions in the second quarter,

are seeing opportunities to improve

the compliance consultancy Foreside

David DeVoe, CEO of the RIA consul-

client interactions and deliver a more

Financial Group.

tancy DeVoe & Company, is forecasting

effective service model.

“Personalized service will prevail.

a “surge phase” of brisk M&A activity

Increased contact, through digital

for several quarters that should

A new normal

mediums, will prevail,” Alcaide says.

eventually settle down to normal.

Likewise, while many of the advisors

In late spring, as lockdown man-

“The normal trajectory for M&A in this

on this year’s list long to work along-

dates were initially — and, in some

industry, however, is likely to run at a

side their colleagues again, they also

cases, temporarily — easing in many

30% year-over-year increase for several

acknowledge that some things have

states, firm leaders at Oxford Financial

years,” DeVoe says. The factors fueling

changed unalterably — and that could

time

Group took the high-touch approach to

all those transactions — an aging

turn out to be the good and bad news.

l

heart. They voted to roughly triple the

advisor force, a sprawling industry, poor

firm’s budget for chartered air travel,

succession planning — aren’t all 2020’s

the same methodologies, the same

“Ultimately we’ll go back to some of

way

and began flying to meet people in

fault, but the pandemic “will add a new

work habits, but a lot of these online

hink

person — masked and socially dis-

layer of activity to this already growing

tools will serve us well,” Goshtigian

e’ve

tanced — in outdoor eateries, or in a

swell,” according to DeVoe & Company’s

says.

client’s backyard.

latest RIA M&A Deal Book.

t-

”We’ve spent I don’t know how many

That tracks with what Maregni is

”Hopefully we take the best of the
virtual world and then marry it with the
in-office world of the past.” FP

s

hundreds of thousands of dollars in the

rds

Kenneth Corbin is a Financial Planning contributing writer in Boston and Washington. Follow him on Twitter at @kecorb.
Financial-Planning.com
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RIA LEADERS: 2020

TOP 150 RIA FIRMS
		
RANK

TO

FIRM		
NAME
LOCATION

AUM
(000)

CLIENT		
ACCOUNTS
ADVISORS

EMPLOYEES

		
RAN

1

Chevy Chase Trust Company

Bethesda, Md.

$33,997,884

4,055

33

90

26

2

Moneta Group Investment Advisors

St. Louis

$20,257,469

25,379

120

300

27

3

Mercer Global Advisors

Denver

$15,848,966

32,709

265

403

28

4

Capital Strategies Investment Group

Oakbrook Terrace, Ill.

$15,713,795

1,194

4

20

29

5

Oxford Financial Group

Carmel, Ind.

$13,097,234

9,273

31

113

30

6

Personal Capital Advisors Corporation

San Francisco

$12,240,728

62,594

164

247

3

7

Advanced Research Investment Solutions

Los Angeles

$12,072,556

88

3

7

32

8

Guided Choice Asset Management

San Diego

$11,910,338

170,472

0

16

33

9

Pathstone

Englewood, N.J.

$10,251,422

5,660

31

113

34

10

Loring, Wolcott & Coolidge Fiduciary Advisors

Boston

$9,016,820

2,902

11

95

35

11

WE Family Offices

Miami

$8,537,565

78

25

47

36

12

Ballentine Partners

Waltham, Mass.

$7,927,997

4,374

56

79

37

13

Arnerich Massena

Portland, Ore.

$7,177,257

328

7

50

38

14

IRA Group

Atlanta

$7,044,548

464

7

10

39

15

EP Wealth Advisors

Torrance, Calif.

$6,930,000

13,238

62

160

40

16

CV Advisors

Aventura, Fla.

$6,810,504

926

0

45

4

17

Mill Creek Capital Advisors

Conshohocken, Pa.

$6,729,368

336

25

32

42

18

Savant Capital Management

Rockford, Ill.

$6,688,128

5,253

79

174

43

19

Athena Capital Advisors

Lincoln, Mass.

$6,253,700

438

19

47

44

20

Pinnacle Associates

New York

$6,245,050

4,417

17

56

45

21

LSIA

Bloomfield Hills, Mich.

$6,030,379

632

8

14

46

22

East End Advisors

New York

$6,010,695

32

0

16

47

23

Ferguson Wellman Capital Management

Portland, Ore.

$5,961,638

3,156

24

51

48

24

Conrad Siegel Investment Advisors

Harrisburg, Pa.

$5,834,056

616

26

26

49

25

Clearstead

Cleveland

$5,777,114

3,099

7

80

50

Source: RIA in a Box
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26

Heck Capital Advisors

Rhinelander, Wis.

$5,710,105

2,888

13

18

27

Brownson, Rehmus & Foxworth

Chicago

$5,570,744

3,973

35

40

28

The Bollard Group

Boston

$5,570,525

580

1

32

29

Arlington Partners

Birmingham, Ala.

$5,421,911

707

10

27

30

Wetherby Asset Management

San Francisco

$5,340,919

3,763

28

69

31

Clear Investment Research

Alpharetta, Ga.

$5,241,176

134

3

6

32

Seven Post Investment Office

San Francisco

$5,215,179

168

11

18

33

Choate Investment Advisors

Boston

$5,146,991

2,371

4

14

34

Altair Advisers

Chicago

$5,097,476

718

0

54

35

Orgel Wealth Management

Altoona, Wis.

$5,068,194

7,797

10

50

36

Ropes Wealth Advisors

Boston

$5,013,721

2,693

10

36

37

Fiduciary Investment Advisors

Windsor, Conn.

$4,978,415

224

31

60

38

Gofen And Glossberg

Chicago

$4,968,004

3,218

13

35

39

Valeo Financial Advisors

Indianapolis

$4,922,455

11,351

53

62

40

Regentatlantic

Morristown, N.J.

$4,900,760

1,851

34

67

41

R M Davis

Portland, Maine

$4,856,533

5,108

18

47

42

Iron Capital Advisors

Atlanta

$4,838,057

177

2

6

43

Dowling & Yahnke

San Diego

$4,730,371

4,490

23

54

44

Finaccess Advisors

Miami

$4,711,487

155

11

15

45

Greenspring Advisors

Towson, Md.

$4,689,199

1,827

16

22

46

Evanson Asset Management

Carmel, Calif.

$4,640,476

4,881

6

6

47

B|O|S

San Francisco

$4,627,347

3,471

30

44

48

Permanens Capital

New York

$4,625,575

80

0

15

49

Balasa Dinverno Foltz

Itasca, Ill.

$4,595,063

5,734

42

45

50

Plancorp

Saint Louis

$4,538,741

6,463

33

65

n a Box

Source: RIA in a Box
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TOP 150 RIA FIRMS
		
RANK

TO

FIRM		
NAME
LOCATION

AUM
(000)

CLIENT		
ACCOUNTS
ADVISORS

51

Marcuard Family Office

Zurich

$4,449,352

287

52

RGT Wealth Advisors

Dallas

$4,335,439

53

Sullivan, Bruyette, Speros & Blayney

Mclean, Va.

54

Camden Capital

55

EMPLOYEES

		
RAN

0

28

76

4,059

23

56

77

$4,294,682

4,259

31

66

78

El Segundo, Calif.

$4,089,066

3,645

14

26

79

Index Fund Advisors

Irvine, Calif.

$4,042,587

6,519

16

41

80

56

Brightworth

Atlanta

$4,034,376

6,984

27

64

8

57

Northwest Capital Management

Portland, Ore.

$3,976,186

1,133

8

15

82

58

Cornerstone Advisors

Bellevue, Wash.

$3,960,600

4,178

35

55

83

59

WMA Partners

Towson, Md.

$3,956,943

567

23

63

84

60

Aureus Asset Management

Boston

$3,833,825

580

3

12

85

61

The Mather Group

Chicago

$3,684,522

6,394

40

72

86

62

TCG Advisors

Austin, Texas

$3,602,908

1,774

15

99

87

63

Kore Private Wealth

New York

$3,571,189

3,047

5

17

88

64

Alesco Advisors

Pittsford, N.Y.

$3,540,630

1,263

1

21

89

65

Sepio Capital

San Francisco

$3,526,857

1,382

16

19

90

66

Inverness Counsel

New York

$3,523,370

1,189

0

36

9

67

Adviceperiod

Los Angeles

$3,467,736

3,607

56

78

92

68

Karpus Investment Management

Pittsford, N.Y.

$3,443,416

2,237

1

35

93

69

Truepoint

Cincinnati

$3,377,150

6,095

26

64

94

70

R H Bluestein

Birmingham, Mich.

$3,374,452

1,641

8

25

95

71

JMG Financial Group

Downers Grove, Ill.

$3,327,423

3,202

28

53

96

72

Mozaic

Beverly Hills, Calif.

$3,326,771

67

0

13

97

73

Northeast Financial

Westport, Conn.

$3,319,705

1,327

2

8

98

74

Anchor Capital Advisors

Boston

$3,260,497

4,192

18

47

99

75

Clifford Swan Investment Counselors

Pasadena, Calif.

$3,253,015

2,392

11

28

10

Source: RIA in a Box
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76

Zhang Financial

Portage, Mich.

$3,217,727

4,372

9

31

77

Badgley Phelps Wealth Managers

Seattle

$3,195,692

1,726

17

20

78

Parallel Advisors

San Francisco

$3,168,592

7,409

34

58

79

Lamco Advisory Services

Lake Mary, Fla.

$3,154,634

657

6

14

80

Smith Shellnut Wilson

Ridgeland, Miss.

$3,093,798

584

8

13

81

Prio Wealth Limited Partnership

Boston

$3,088,616

1,521

11

27

82

Westmount Asset Management

Los Angeles

$3,062,871

4,037

16

30

83

Mccutchen Group

Seattle

$3,006,187

969

0

21

84

Parsec Financial

Asheville, N.C.

$2,992,247

5,799

37

64

85

TCI Wealth Advisors

Tucson, Ariz.

$2,973,413

8,203

25

70

86

Advance Capital Management

Southfield, Mich.

$2,955,347

10,734

25

49

87

HM Capital Management

Clayton, Moss.

$2,951,904

572

6

8

88

CM Wealth Advisors

Beachwood, Ohio

$2,937,698

500

3

21

89

Matter Family Office

Clayton, Mo.

$2,909,777

216

13

38

90

Twin Focus Capital Partners

Boston

$2,889,113

103

21

31

91

Boston Financial Management

Boston

$2,846,901

2,147

20

42

92

Hamilton Capital

Columbus, Ohio

$2,813,696

6,456

44

58

93

Heritage Investors Management Corp

Bethesda, Md.

$2,791,860

1,259

7

15

94

F L Putnam Investment Management

Wellesley, Mass.

$2,785,373

2,958

25

47

95

Corient Capital Partners

Newport Beach, Calif.

$2,780,257

3,312

10

21

96

Destination Wealth Management

Walnut Creek, Calif.

$2,752,282

4,700

30

50

97

Modera Wealth Management

Westwood, N.J.

$2,746,157

5,711

39

64

98

Sym Financial Advisors

Winona Lake, Ind.

$2,743,371

3,662

25

57

99

Budros, Ruhlin & Roe

Columbus, Ohio

$2,732,675

6,455

28

40

100

Abacus Wealth Partners

Santa Monica, Calif.

$2,725,665

5,704

48

64

n a Box

Source: RIA in a Box
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TOP 150 RIA FIRMS
		
RANK

TO

FIRM		
NAME
LOCATION

AUM
(000)

CLIENT		
ACCOUNTS
ADVISORS

EMPLOYEES

		
RAN

101

Berman Capital Advisors

Atlanta

$2,719,355

773

16

27

12

102

Sand Hill Global Advisors

Palo Alto, Calif.

$2,708,891

1,519

13

29

12

103

Roosevelt Investments

New York

$2,697,235

4,710

6

33

12

104

Mainstay Capital Management

Grand Blanc, Mich.

$2,675,672

3,653

17

26

12

105

MRA Associates

Phoenix

$2,643,529

2,424

27

56

13

106

Willis Investment Counsel

Gainesville, Ga

$2,612,436

309

6

13

13

107

Southeast Asset Advisors

Thomasville, Ga.

$2,543,111

1,066

8

14

13

108

Halbert Hargrove

Long Beach, Calif.

$2,539,397

3,682

33

44

13

109

Palladium Registered Investment Advisors Norfolk, Va.

$2,532,264

2,243

11

29

13

110

Evergreen Capital Management

Bellevue, Wash.

$2,530,696

1,795

17

32

13

111

Waldron Private Wealth

Bridgeville, Pa.

$2,508,922

223

28

28

13

112

Paul Comstock Partners

Houston

$2,469,605

126

9

9

13

113

Dyson Capital Advisors

Alexandria, Va.

$2,465,405

47

3

22

13

114

Interocean Capital

Chicago

$2,452,885

3,106

11

18

13

115

Carnegie Investment Counsel

Pepper Pike, Ohio

$2,445,156

2,115

33

49

14

116

Balentine

Atlanta

$2,445,125

2,228

1

40

14

117

Exencial Wealth Advisors

Oklahoma City, Okla.

$2,368,967

3,544

25

55

14

118

Foster Group

West Des Moines, Iowa

$2,348,986

3,987

27

56

14

119

Wharton Business Group

Malvern, Pa.

$2,345,203

111

3

5

14

120

Congress Wealth Management

Boston

$2,332,213

2,484

14

28

14

121

Accredited Investors Wealth Management Edina, Minn.

$2,297,527

3,961

4

46

14

122

Private Ocean

San Rafael, Calif.

$2,294,500

3,719

22

53

14

123

Heritage Wealth Advisors

Richmond, Va.

$2,269,446

1,179

13

26

14

124

Pure Financial Advisors

San Diego

$2,266,650

9,418

26

71

14

125

Water Oak Advisors

Winter Park, Fla.

$2,246,113

2,020

11

16

15

Source: RIA in a Box
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126

Beaumont Financial Partners

Needham, Mass.

$2,222,592

2,823

14

24

127

Pagnatokarp Partners

Reston, Va.

$2,204,970

2,621

9

27

128

Sage Financial Group

West Conshohocken, Pa.

$2,195,381

2,978

14

22

129

Steele Capital Management

Dubuque, Iowa

$2,173,351

3,586

9

11

130

Pinnacle Advisory Group

Columbia, Md.

$2,135,909

5,840

20

48

131

Nextcapital Advisers

Chicago

$2,129,384

20,527

1

25

132

New England Private Wealth Advisors

Wellesley, Mass.

$2,121,078

2,457

7

18

133

Wescott Financial Advisory Group

Philadelphia

$2,120,521

1,932

17

32

134

Dynamic Wealth Advisors

Phoenix

$2,116,729

8,036

61

89

135

Evensky & Katz/Foldes Financial Wealth Management

Coral Gables, Fla.

$2,096,140

4,399

20

30

136

Andersen

Mclean, Va.

$2,088,213

344

10

1010

137

Envoi

Minneapolis

$2,065,318

1,168

8

14

138

Logan Capital Management

Newtown Square, Pa.

$2,059,687

1,456

17

37

139

The Burney Company

Reston, Va.

$2,055,696

4,233

0

42

140

Geowealth Management

Chicago

$2,048,089

12,601

10

29

141

Chicago Capital

Chicago

$2,043,963

1,193

5

7

142

The Clarius Group

Seattle

$2,039,356

568

8

21

143

Morton Capital Management

Calabasas, Calif.

$2,036,505

2,749

0

40

144

IWP Wealth Management

Denver

$2,031,525

50

9

21

145

Resource Consulting Group

Orlando, Fla.

$2,030,370

2,283

14

27

146

Team Hewins

Redwood City, Calif.

$2,023,288

1,086

15

24

147

Filament

Seattle

$2,005,481

527

11

15

148

JNB Advisors

Albany, N.Y.

$2,003,630

1,023

3

32

149

Cardiff Park Advisors

San Marcos, Calif.

$1,995,181

2,190

1

5

150

Retirement Income Solutions

Ann Arbor, Mich.

$1,966,617

1,204

11

18

n a Box

Source: RIA in a Box
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Practice

Does your continuity plan have holes?
Regulators will conduct surveys and sweep exams to assess how your firm’s business
plan handled — or didn’t — the COVID-19 pandemic
By Alan J. Foxman

Q: With the chaos around the
coronavirus pandemic, what is
the most important thing
broker-dealers should focus on
at this time?

the member to meet its existing obliga-

several firms whose existing BCPs had

tions to customers.” This is important

provisions for working from alternate

because it means there is no one-size-

locations in the event their main office

fits-all. You cannot simply use an

was inaccessible, but which failed to

off-the-shelf plan and expect that it will

address the current scenario where

be acceptable without customizing it

employees are required to work from

thing broker-dealers, or any business,

specifically for your firm’s needs. (To start,

home, and where working from a single

should be focused on is their business

take a look at FINRA’s Small Firm

alternate location is not feasible.

continuity plan. FINRA’s website has an

Business Continuity Plan Template.)

A: I generally say the most important

entire page devoted to all things

Additionally, keep in mind that your

The rule helpfully provides a list of
elements that a BCP must — at a

COVID-related, including business

BCP should not be a static document.

minimum — address. But, as we see

continuity planning.

Rule 4370 requires you to update the

from the current situation, it’s impor-

BCP as your business changes and to

tant to consider potential business

FINRA Rule 4370, which requires member

review it annually. Examiners will

disruptions that might not appear

firms to have a written BCP “identifying

expect such revisions to address new

obvious at first. FINRA provides the

procedures relating to an emergency or

disasters, but also holes in your plan

results of its 2009 firm survey to

significant business disruption.”

business disruptions have exposed.

determine preparedness for a pandem-

Most pertinent for our purposes is

Note that the rule requires that the

The current pandemic is a good

plan be “reasonably designed to enable

example of this. I’ve been working with

ic in the wake of the swine flu, or H1N1
virus. In light of the coronavirus
pandemic, you can be certain that the
SEC and/or FINRA will conduct

What’s your firm’s coronavirus plan?

additional surveys or sweep exams to

Wealth manager surveyed

40%

assess firms’ BCPs and how the firms
handled — or didn’t — the sweeping
changes brought about by COVID-19.

35%
30%

Finally, don’t forget that testing the

25%

plan is an important part of prepara-

20%

tion, and examiners will expect to see

15%

documentation of periodic testing. FP

10%
5%
0%
Created a new plan
specific to COVID-19

Modified existing
response plan

Source: Arizent survey, March 2020

Used preexisting plan

We have no plan

CEQUIZ
GO TO FINPLANCEQUIZ.COM
TO TAKE THE CE QUIZ ONLINE

Alan J. Foxman is a Financial Planning contributing writer and managing director at Foreside Financial Group in Delray Beach, Florida.
Please send your questions for compliance expert Alan Foxman to fpeditor@arizent.com
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IBD Intel
LPL’s advisory AUM rises 15%
Corporate RIA

$125B

“What we don’t know,
since it’s impossible to
in those circumstances?” says
$142B

$137B

$129B

calculate, is who is better off

Hybrid RIAs

Boyson, who studies dual
registrant conflicts of interest.

$122B

In an interview from the
$202B

$228B

$209B

firm’s virtual Focus confer-

$233B

ence, Chief Investment

$201B

Officer Burt White declined
to comment on the price of
mutual funds sold through
LPL’s advisory platforms.
Q2 2019

Q3 2019

Q4 2019

Q1 2020

Q2 2020

LPL spokesman Jeff
Mochal emailed a statement

Source: Company data

Do LPL clients pay more for
mutual funds?

about the firm’s mutual fund
fees. He says the firm uses its
scale to drive down costs on
its advisory platforms and
that LPL hasn’t retained 12b-1
fees in advisory accounts for
a number of years.

Lower transaction costs can often come at a higher expense.

“We offer a choice of
thousands of funds and

By Tobias Salinger

have one of the most
expansive [no transaction

LPL Financial is warning advisory clients

Strategic Wealth Management platform can

fee] platforms comprised of

they could be paying higher expenses on

avoid transaction fees if the fund is paying

non-12b-1 paying share

their mutual funds, even if there’s no

LPL certain compensation. However, those

classes,” Mochal wrote.

transaction charge.

products “tend to have a higher expense

“Although we strive to obtain

ratio, which is borne by the client,” the

the cheapest share class

customer agreement states.

available, our disclosures

This and other disclosures follow similar
ones by wealth managers in response to the

are written to inform end

SEC’s Regulation Best Interest, which bulked

For clients on either platform whose

up regulatory requirements. Making sense of

financial advisors pay the transaction fees

new details about fees can be a tricky

themselves, the firm also makes it clear that

business, with massive implications on yields

its representatives have incentives to avoid

advisors and $375 billion in

over the long term. Here’s what LPL docu-

the trading charges. What isn’t as clear is

assets under management in

ments say about how and when clients may

exactly how often LPL clients have to pay

its corporate and hybrid RIAs,

be paying higher expenses.

higher fees on their funds.

the firm’s arrangements with

Clients opening a corporate RIA account

investors on all scenarios.”

To experts, the conflicts of interest read as

With nearly 17,000

fund families and other

on the Strategic Asset Management platform

typical of large wealth managers, other than

product manufacturers carry

“expressly [waive] LPL’s duty of best execu-

the language waiving best execution on

extra weight. Out of 19

tion” with respect to the price of their mutual

mutual fund share class prices. The question

conflicts of interest listed by

fund share classes, according to the firm’s

of cost comes down to unknowns, according

LPL on its website, nine of

latest customer agreement, effective June 30.

to Nicole Boyson, a finance professor at

them involve mutual funds

Northeastern University.

paying the firm expenses

Clients of hybrid RIAs who use the
Financial-Planning.com
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IBD Intel
such as marketing, recordkeeping and

It will amount to zero “if the com-

Regulators are certainly scrutinizing

pensation retained by LPL exceeds a

firms’ mutual fund recommendations. As

Transaction fees revolve around

certain qualifying amount (which is set

part of the SEC’s self-reporting program

whether fund manufacturers pay LPL

by LPL in its discretion),” according to

on share class disclosure, LPL’s RIA and

the recordkeeping payments of up to

the document.

78 other firms agreed to pay combined

networking fees.

0.30% of assets or $25 per client
position, per the disclosures.

The best execution waiver in the

restitution of $125 million in 2019. While

corporate RIA stands out to Christine

LPL’s case didn’t mention best execution

Lazaro, director of the Securities Arbitra-

duty, attorneys for large wealth manag-

families making the recordkeeping

tion Clinic at St. John’s University. It

ers are concerned it could increasingly

payments also show up on the list of

shows firms like LPL have “more wiggle

become an issue.

those participating in LPL’s no transac-

room” on the advisory side under

tion fee mutual fund networks. The

fiduciary laws than under brokerage

the legal journal “The Investment

document doesn’t note whether the

accounts, she says, noting that BDs can’t

Lawyer,” four Morgan, Lewis & Bockius

funds defraying ticket charges or

waive FINRA’s best execution rule.

lawyers criticized what they see as a

Many of the hundreds of fund

paying up to 0.25% of assets to be in

“While LPL is receiving compensa-

the networks must pay those fees on

tion for its services, it’s not clear if the

top of their recordkeeping expenses.

client’s benefitting from those services,”

The third-party payments affect the
cost to clients and advisors in complex
ways. For instance, the advisor rather

In an article published last year in

shift in the agency’s enforcement of
best execution rules.
“The SEC’s inclusion of a best

Lazaro says. Representatives for the

execution violation in mutual fund

SEC declined to comment.

share class selection cases is a novel

Among large BDs, the conflicts of

approach that seems to diverge from

than the client pays the transaction

interest with respect to mutual funds are

established SEC guidance, which is

fees in some accounts. In the firm’s

“all pretty much equally egregious,” says

limited to brokerage selection,” the

corporate RIA, LPL provides rebates for

Chris Tobe, a portfolio manager who

attorneys wrote.

any 12b-1 fees but still alerts clients that

became a whistleblower on the cost of

another firm “may offer the same

placement agents and hedge funds in

execution language “reflects poorly or

mutual fund at a lower overall cost,”

Kentucky’s pension systems.

well” on LPL but rather is an effort to

according to the client agreement.

He sent an email to Financial

Boyson doesn’t think the best

avoid further cases with disclosure, she

Planning with his own interpretation of

says. Most firms are rebating the 12b-1

funds often come with higher expense

the best execution waiver. The “[c]lient

fees to clients after the deluge of cases,

ratios if there’s no transaction cost, the

does not understand this game of

she says. Questions remain around the

client agreement says. And the

overpriced recordkeeping fees so they

total costs of revenue sharing, adminis-

transaction cost depends on whether

allow themselves to be misled by the

trative fees and service expenses.

the fund pays LPL for recordkeeping,

LPL broker into buying a higher fee

asset-based services or 12b-1 fees.

identical fund,” he wrote.

For the firm’s hybrid RIAs, the mutual

LPL’s payments from mutual funds
Marketing support: Up to 0.25% of client assets
Recordkeeping: Up to 0.30% of assets or $25 per position
Networking: Up to 0.15% of assets or $12 per position
No transaction fee network: Trading fee or up to 0.25% of assets
Concessions: LPL and advisor receive between 0.25% and 1% of transaction
Source: Company third-party compensation disclosure, August 2020

‘Investing isn’t free’
The firm’s disclosures include a link to an
SEC report for investors about the
impact of fees over time. A portfolio of
$100,000 with 1% fees and 4% annual
growth will earn $30,000 less during a
20-year span than the same amount
with an expense ratio of 0.25%.
“Investing isn’t free, so there isn’t
no-cost investing,” Lazaro says. “It’s just
where the cost is being borne and really
understanding how the fees are being
charged and where the fees are being
charged.” FP

Tobias Salinger is a senior editor of Financial Planning. Follow him on Twitter at @TobySalFP.
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Client
small businesses on the brink
of closing and struggling
employees in limbo, increased bankruptcy filings
are placing retirement
savings at serious risk,
especially when these might
be the only funds available
for a personal bailout.

ERISA offers the
gold standard
of protection
against
bankruptcy and
non-bankruptcy
claims.
That’s why it is imperative
to understand which
accounts hold what protections, and how retirement

Retirement risks amid
pandemic bankruptcies

assets are shielded from
those anxious to get a piece
of their nest egg.

The ERISA example
Most employer-sponsored
retirement plans, such as

To protect client nest eggs, advisors must know which savings
vehicles are protected — and they’re not all created equal.

401(k)s, fall under the
Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974 guidelines and receive creditor

By Ed Slott

protection at the federal
level. ERISA offers the gold

If there’s one thing clients have always relied

bankruptcy and non-bankruptcy lawsuits,

standard of protection up to

on in troubled times, it’s that last bastion of

and which cannot.

an unlimited amount against

savings, the retirement account — whether it

both bankruptcy and

be a 401(k) or an IRA. But we’re now several

same safeguards. Retirement accounts carry

non-bankruptcy general

months into the COVID-19, and nothing can

a number of different protections.

creditor claims.

be taken for granted.

These layers of defense shield IRA owners

To illustrate, let’s take the

and company plan participants from

hypothetical example of

lawsuits from creditors have soared, calling

bankruptcy and general (non-bankruptcy)

“Mark,” a successful contrac-

into question even that formerly unassailable

creditors. In addition, levels of protection

tor who flips houses. Mark

bulwark. That’s why it’s crucial that advisors

vary widely from state to state.

has a 401(k) plan set up for

Business closures, bankruptcies and
BLOOMBERG NEWS

Make no mistake: Not all possess the

know which accounts can be protected in
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Client
of his sole proprietorship. Mark’s
current plan balance is $1.5 million.
Recently, however, there was an
accident at one of his construction

But what about rollovers from plans

based on individual state law — and

prote

to IRAs? Do these dollars count against

these state-level, non-bankruptcy

the p

the $1,362,800 cap?

protections vary widely.

whet

They do not. Former company plan

As such, it is important to under-

retire

sites, and Mark is being sued person-

assets (previously protected by ERISA

stand your client’s state coverage,

ally. Even if Mark loses the lawsuit, the

while in the plan) rolled to an IRA will

especially before advising the client to

inher

assets in his 401(k) remain protected by

obtain unlimited bankruptcy protection

roll over ERISA plan dollars into an IRA.

ment

ERISA up to an unlimited amount.

under the bankruptcy code. As an

Additionally, if Mark were to declare

added bonus, rollovers from SEP and

enjoy full bankruptcy and general

bankruptcy, his 401(k) would be off

SIMPLE plans also do not count against

creditor protection.

limits to bankruptcy creditors.

the $1,362,800 cap.

Th

As mentioned, ERISA-covered plans

1.

inher
2.

While all former plan dollars remain

must

The same protections do not,

As an example, let’s conjure up

protected in bankruptcy by the

regar

however, hold for solo 401(k) plans.

“Sheila,” an attorney with a $2 million

bankruptcy code after a rollover to an

from

Often, business owners worried about

balance in her company’s ERISA 401(k)

IRA, these same dollars do not retain

potential lawsuits keep their retirement

plan and a $700,000 balance in her

unlimited general creditor (non-bank-

distri

funds in their so-called solo-K because

IRA, which is composed entirely of

ruptcy) protection. Assets rolled from

at an

they believe it to be fully creditor proof,

contributions and earnings.

an ERISA plan to an IRA will now fall

purp

under the applicable state-level

tion p

as opposed to an IRA.
But solo 401(k) plans are not covered
by ERISA and have no creditor (nonbankruptcy) protection under that law.
Plan balances will only receive nonbankruptcy creditor protection available under applicable state law.
These plans do, however, receive full

Solo 401(k) plans are not
covered by ERISA and
have no creditor (nonbankruptcy) protection
under that law.
In April, Sheila retired from her law

bankruptcy protection under the

firm and in May rolled her 401(k) into

bankruptcy code.

her IRA. Sheila’s IRA is completely

This is also the case with other
non-ERISA company plans such as SEP

shielded from bankruptcy.
The bankruptcy code protects her

3.

protections.

As

These state safeguards may be

prote

comparable to ERISA levels, or they

the b

may be significantly less so.

to inh

For instance, the hypothetical “Dr.
Kapp” changed employers and is

Bank

deciding what to do with his $400,000

IRAs

401(k) plan.

ed un

His profession exposes him to

ally s

malpractice lawsuits. If Dr. Kapp rolls

rema

the assets from his work plan to an

Cr

and SIMPLE IRAs, non-ERISA 403(b)

$2 million 401(k) rollover up to an

IRA, the $400,000 will be fully pro-

retire

plans and 457(b) governmental plans.

unlimited amount, and the $1,362,800

tected in bankruptcy.

snatc

Traditional and Roth IRA contributions

IRA balance.
Note that in this example, Sheila did

However, Dr. Kapp will be limited to
the general creditor (non-bankruptcy)
protections offered under state law.

and earnings are protected from

not need to keep her 401(k) and IRA

bankruptcy under federal law up to an

dollars separate to retain the maximum

former plan assets into the 401(k) plan

inflation-adjusted cap — currently

bankruptcy protections.

offered by his new employer. That way,

$1,362,800.

However, from an administrative

Instead, Dr. Kapp elects to roll his

he ensures that the $400,000 will retain

Is this a sufficient limit?

standpoint, it could make sense for

100% ERISA protection from both

If the maximum amount was

some individuals to keep rollover assets

bankruptcy claims and any malpractice

contributed to an IRA each year from

separate via a conduit IRA to avoid

judgments against him.

1975 to 2020, there would be $141,500

confusion.

Inherited IRAs and bankruptcy

in contributions — $158,500 if the IRA
owner qualified for age 50 catch-up

Lawsuits and IRAs

In a landmark decision released in 2014,

contributions available beginning in

General creditor protection (e.g., when

Clark v. Rameker, the U.S. Supreme

2002. It is unlikely that the earnings,

a person wins a judgment in court

Court ruled unanimously that inherited

even for those who contributed the

against the account owner) for IRAs,

IRAs are not protected in bankruptcy

maximum each year, would push an

Roth IRAs and IRA-based company

under federal law.

IRA balance over $1,362,800.

plans such as SEPs and SIMPLEs is

Since only retirement funds are
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Bankruptcy and IRAs
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nd

protected under the bankruptcy code,

-

However, these funds remain

self-directed IRA worth $500,000 that

the primary issue before the court was

safeguarded as long as they are

invests entirely in a local Jet Ski rental

whether an inherited IRA is, in fact, a

qualified dollars.

and watersports company.

retirement account.
The Supreme Court decided that

If funds are withdrawn, the law

He did not use an LLC within the

protects these dollars while they are

IRA to acquire the rental business.

t to

inherited IRAs do not contain “retire-

out of the IRA in transit to the new IRA

Blake has other personal assets worth

IRA.

ment funds” because:

or retirement account. This protection

$1.5 million.

ans

1. Beneficiaries cannot add money to
inherited IRAs;
2. Beneficiaries of inherited IRAs

main
an

in

applies to 60-day rollovers as well as
trustee-to-trustee transfers.
An individual only receives this
protection if bankruptcy paperwork

the renter won a $2 million judgment

regardless of how far away they are

was officially filed while the funds were

against the IRA.

from retirement; and

still in the retirement account.
Timing is key in such cases. Funds

nk-

distributions of their inherited accounts

already out on rollover when bankrupt-

m

at any time and use the funds for any

cy is declared lose all protection.

all

purpose without a 10% early distribu-

activities of the IRA investment.
His personal assets could also be at
risk. But if Blake’s IRA had been
invested in an LLC that subsequently

IRAs enjoy specific levels of protection

purchased the water sports company

protection afforded to such funds under

against outside claims, i.e., claims

within the IRA, the LLC structure would

the bankruptcy code does not extend

brought personally against the IRA

have protected both the IRA assets and

to inherited RIAs.

owner. But what happens when a claim

Blake’s personal assets against the $2

is brought against an investment within

million judgment. Be keenly aware of

the IRA?

outside versus inside claims and how to

As a result, the favorable bankruptcy

Dr.

Bankruptcy timing
IRAs and retirement accounts protect-

olls

All of Blake’s IRA assets could be
reached because the claim arose from

IRAs and the LLC shield

tion penalty.

,000

injury. After almost a year of litigation,

must generally begin to take RMDs,

3. Beneficiaries can take total

y

Last summer, a Jet Ski renter had an
accident and suffered a catastrophic

The answer is that such “inside”

mitigate certain risks with an LLC.

ed under the bankruptcy law are gener-

claims may not only devastate the IRA

ally shielded only as long as the funds

but could also put an IRA owner’s

Clear and present danger

remain qualified.

personal non-qualified assets at risk.

Add the ongoing COVID-19 outbreak to

Inside claims can be mitigated with the

our litigious society with the increasingly

use of an LLC.

looming possibility of bankruptcies, all

n

Creditors will sit patiently until

-

retirement dollars are withdrawn to
snatch them as unprotected assets.

The imaginary “Blake” owns a

under the watchful eye of SEC Reg BI,

d to

and educating clients on available

cy)

safeguards becomes increasingly vital.

.

That education holds even more true

s

for advisors in whom clients have

lan

placed their trust. Understanding the

way,

levels of bankruptcy and non-bankrupt-

etain

cy protections afforded to retirement
plans is now a must to safeguard the

ctice

2014,

ited

worked so hard to achieve. FP
BLOOMBERG NEWS

y

dreams of post-work life clients have

CEQUIZ
Your clients may need extra help managing their retirement accounts during a time of crisis.

GO TO FINPLANCEQUIZ.COM
TO TAKE THE CE QUIZ ONLINE

cy
Ed Slott, a CPA in Rockville Centre, New York, is a Financial Planning contributing writer and an IRA distribution expert, professional speaker
and author of several books on IRAs. Follow him on Twitter at @theslottreport.
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Portfolio

are t
how

aggr
reducing their overall tax

gains

On

burden.
Most advisors approach

as ha

this strategy at year end by

purch

reviewing capital gains

made

produced over the year and

days

looking for losses that can

(Loss

offset them. Although this

will b

can be effective, working it

amou

into your process throughout

strate

the year can yield greater

want

results. Market drawdowns

inves

often create the best

for th

harvesting opportunities, and

using

they can happen at any time.

main

In fact, according to a

the p

2019 Envestnet | PMC study,

and m

effective tax management

next

can add 1% to a portfolio

awar

annually, and potentially

Generating alpha through
tax-loss harvesting
Effective tax management can add 1% to a portfolio annually,
and potentially more in highly volatile years.

The

Better yet, adding this

A wa

strategy can extract a

trade

positive result from a

days

downturn, demonstrating

the fo

value to clients who are

• Buy

seeing their losses mount.

• Acq

sec

The best approach?

• Acq

Some advisors look for

sub

tax-loss harvesting opportu-

By Tim Helman

Th

nities on a periodic basis,

tors f

such as quarterly, semiannu-

mate

One of the best ways to consistently and

tax-loss harvesting takes this a step further by

ally, or annually. No matter

posit

tangibly add value to client portfolios — es-

systematically selling off assets with unreal-

how often you decide to con-

imple

pecially in volatile markets — is using a

ized losses. These losses can be used to offset

duct reviews, there are two

tax-optimized investment approach. Better

gains in other parts of the portfolio, as well as

ways to go about it:

yet, by preparing ahead of downturns can set

a portion of ordinary income.

As

losse

harve

1. Identify a list of
nonqualified accounts you

you up for swift and successful implementa-

BLOOMBERG NEWS

more in highly volatile years.

you c

tion, and help save you from the increased

A simple practice can provide big gains

would like to review individu-

client outreach and longer workweeks caused

Simply put, tax-loss harvesting is the practice

ally. This could be a list of

“cons

by volatile markets.

of selling positions at a loss. At a minimum,

the largest accounts that

es in

Tax alpha can be obtained in three ways:

taking advantage of these losses will allow a

deserve special attention on

tion 5

Buy-and-hold strategies are fundamentally

client to delay paying taxes and attain more

a position-by-position basis.

subst

tax efficient. They produce limited, if any,

tax-deferred growth. Using these methods

capital gains until products are liquidated. But

strategically can take it a step further,

2. Look at the holdings
across your business. What
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are the largest overall positions, and
how have they performed recently? In
aggregate, what are the unrealized

x

gains or losses on a particular position?

ch

as harvesting candidates, confirm no

by

purchases of the security have been

Once positions have been identified

made in any accounts in the past 30

and

days, including retirement accounts.

Offsetting capital losses
Losses on investments must first be used to offset gains of the same type. So,
by following the correct order, you would:
1. Deduct short-term losses against short-term gains
2. Deduct long-term losses against long-term gains
3. Net the two totals to determine if there is an overall gain or loss
You can deduct up to $3,000 of net capital loss against other kinds of income.
Any excess capital loss can be carried over to offset gains in subsequent years.

n

(Losses from a dividend reinvestment

s

will be disallowed, but it may be a small

everyone must ultimately interpret this

effectively increase their cost basis.

it

amount that won’t derail the overall

based on their circumstances, there are

Unlike tax-loss harvesting, wash sale

hout

strategy.) Then, decide whether you

some best practices you can follow

considerations do not apply to gains,

r

want to keep the proceeds in cash or

when selecting a replacement security

and securities can be repurchased

ns

invest them in a replacement security

as a placeholder.

immediately.

For example, if you sell an ETF or

• Tax arbitrage: Because the IRS taxes

using a replacement security to

index fund, you can replace it with a

different types of income at different

time.

maintain market exposure and avoid

product that tracks a different index.

rates, clients can utilize tax arbitrage

a

the potential pitfalls of market timing

Replacing one S&P 500 fund with

to access lower tax rates. For example,

udy,

and missing out on a rebound over the

another is generally considered running

long-term capital losses are typically

nt

next month; however, you’ll need to be

afoul of the intent of the IRS. Swapping

used to offset long-term capital gains,

o

aware of wash sales.

one security for another that holds the

allowing the investor to avoid paying

same 500 companies in nearly identical

long-term rates (up to 23.8%) on those

The impact of wash sales

weighting does not put you in a

capital gains. If you can delay realizing

A wash sale occurs when you sell or

different economic position, so you

those gains, you can let long-term

trade securities at a loss and, within 30

should seek another option. Most

capital losses offset short-term capital

days before or after the sale, do one of

investors consider actively managed

gains and ordinary income (up to

the following:

funds to be unique enough to be in safe

40.8%). This strategy can add tax

• Buy substantially identical securities

territory, despite commonly overlapping

alpha because any leftover long-term

• Acquire substantially identical

positions. Identifying a security that

capital losses can be deducted against

gives the client exposure to a similar

ordinary income (up to $3,000 per

area of the market keeps the portfolio

year). When possible, pairing losses

in line with its objective and can reduce

with short-term gains and ordinary

opportunity costs.

income maximizes the value of those

for the next 30 days. I generally advise
and

y

ears.

g

t.

securities in a fully taxable trade
• Acquire a contract or option to buy
substantially identical securities

rtu-

The IRS created this rule to keep inves-

losses.

s,

tors from reaping tax savings without

nnu-

materially changing their economic

Other strategies

ter

position. The concept is simple, but the

Tax-loss harvesting can be a good

a challenging process to scale, the

con-

implementation is far from it.

strategy during market turmoil, but

ability to take advantage of down

similar approaches can also provide

markets is unique. The mastery of

losses generated through tax-loss

benefits:

tax-loss harvesting can be another tool

harvesting, you need to be careful if

• Harvesting gains: It’s important to

you can use to deliver alpha throughout

wo

ou

As wash sales effectively disallow

you choose replacement securities.

note that this can be timely as well.

The IRS leaves it up to investors to

Clients in the 10% and 12% ordinary

of

“consider all the facts and circumstanc-

income tax brackets are subject to a

t

es in your particular case” (IRS Publica-

0% capital gains rate. Should they

n on

tion 550) to determine if a position is

find themselves in these brackets in a

asis.

substantially identical. Although

given year, banking the gains will

vidu-

Although tax-loss harvesting can be

all market cycles. FP
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Ideas you can take to work.
Accounting professionals look to Accounting Today to
make informed decisions about their business and the
clients they serve. From tax law and technology to audit
and assurance, no one else dives deeper.

Start here and sign up for free.
www.accountingtoday.com
212-803-8500
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CE Quiz
VISIT FINPLANCEQUIZ.COM TO TAKE FINANCIAL PLANNING’S CE QUIZ.

From: Generating alpha through tax-loss harvesting
1. A wash sale occurs when you sell or trade securities at a
loss and, within 30 days before or after the sale, you do which
of the following?
1. Buy substantially identical securities
2. Acquire substantially identical securities in a fully taxable
trade
3. Acquire a contract or option to buy substantially identical
securities
4. All of the above
2. A client can deduct up to how much per year in net longterm capital losses against ordinary income?
1. $2,500
2. $5,000
3. $3,000
4. $2,000

From: Retirement risks amid pandemic bankruptcies
3. IRA contributions and earnings are protected from
bankruptcy up to an inflation-adjusted cap of how much?
1. $1,552,700
2. $1,362,800
3. $2,355,600
4. $3,225,400
4. Which of these is NOT protected against bankruptcy under
federal law?
1. 401(k)
2. A Roth IRA
3. An inherited IRA
4. All are protected against bankruptcy under federal law

From: The secret to more tax-efficient Roth IRA conversions
(Online only)
5. A single client who is 70 ½ or over can contribute up to how
much in QCDs annually?
1. $150,000
2. $50,000
3. $200,000
4. $100,000
6. If you have a single client who contributes to an employersponsored retirement plan, what is the highest her MAGI can

be to get a any kind of tax deduction for the year for
contributing to a traditional IRA?
1. $100,000
2. $65,000
3. $75,000
4. $150,000
7. If your client is married and filing jointly, what’s the highest
her MAGI can be to get a any kind of tax deduction for a
traditional IRA contribution if her spouse actively contributes
to an employer-sponsored retirement plan?
1. $196,000
2. $206,000
3. $150,000
4. $250,000
From: The 20 worst-performing mutual funds of the decade
(Online only)
8. Which of these funds has had the best annualized threeyear returns as of Aug. 28, 2020?
1. AB All Market Real Return 1 (AMTOX)
2. Janus Henderson Overseas D (JNOSX)
3. VanEck International Investors Gold A (INIVX)
4. Invesco Income A (AGOVX)
From: Prep clients’ tax estates now for a potential Democratic
sweep (Online only)
9. If your client has a new grandchild, how many years in
annual gifts is she allowed to front- load to the child’s 529
plan?
1. Three
2. Five
3. Seven
4. Two
From: Does your business continuity plan have holes?
10. Which of these FINRA rules requires broker-dealers to
have a written business continuity plan “identifying procedures relating to an emergency or significant business disruption?”
1. FINRA Rule 4370
2. FINRA Rule 4512
3. FINRA Rule 3210
4. FINRA Rule 6120

Financial Planning offers its Continuing Education Quiz exclusively online at FinPlanCEQuiz.com
To earn one hour of continuing education credit from the CFP Board of Standards, please visit our website and answer
the questions above. Planners must answer eight out of 10 questions correctly to pass. Credit will count under CFP
Board subject A: financial planning process/general principles. The deadline for participation is Oct. 31, 2021.
In addition, the Investments & Wealth Institute, formerly the Investment Management Consultants Association, has
accepted this quiz for CIMA, CIMC and CPWA CE credit. Advisors must answer eight out of 10 questions correctly to
pass. The deadline is Oct. 31, 2021.
If you need assistance, please contact Arizent customer service at help@arizent.com or (212) 803-8500.
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Selfie
3 ways sobriety made me a
better advisor
The “one day at a time” mantra was particularly helpful.

when it comes to leading a
team and clients during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
That’s because, for
someone who is committed
to sobriety, there’s never an
end date in sight.
Instead, we learn to shift

By Chip Munn

the focus to the present, on
today, because the idea of

Seven years ago I was running a successful

In sobriety and in business, being part of a

financial planning practice. However, as a

group allows you to benefit from the

divorced father of three boys, my life still

experience, strength and hope of those

felt unmanageable.

around you.

never drinking again is just
too daunting.
I have sensed a similar
weight when talking to
clients and teammates

Then, on Oct. 21, 2013, I quit drinking. It was

during the pandemic.

which asks us to accept the

2. What other people
think of you is none of
your business.

things we cannot change,

As a young advisor, I

time has helped me shift

I’ve learned other lessons in

focused on what I should

their focus to the small steps

sobriety that have carried

do and was consumed with

they can take to stay sane in

over to my career and every

what others might think of

the middle of a crisis with no

other portion of my life.

me. Older people made

definitive end.

a turning point for me.
Beyond the Serenity Prayer,

Here are the three most

suggestions about where I

Sharing my experiences with
taking things one day at a

Over seven years, our

profound lessons that have

should live, how I should

practice has grown from $250

changed me as an advisor.

dress and where I should

million in assets under

go to be seen.

management to $1.5 billion,

1. Our common welfare
should come first; success depends on unity.

I took their advice but

and we’ve expanded from

ended up feeling incredibly

one office to 12 locations in

inauthentic and unhappy.

three states.

When my partners and I

As I continued in my

started our own company

sobriety, letting go of what

nity of like-minded advisors

in 2016, we wanted to

others might think

and their teams who share

recreate the kind of culture

reinforced the importance

common goals and believe

we’d grown to love in our

of my job as a planner —

that, by working together, we

previous firm.

to help clients discern and

can accomplish more than

live their dreams rather

we could alone.

My co-founder, Scott

than living out some idea

Mitchell, and I have been

We’ve created a commu-

Along the way, being

working together for more than two decades

influenced by what their parents did or what

sober has given me the

and we were better together than either of

their friends planned to do.

freedom to discover myself
and to inspire both clients

us would be on our own. The Ray Kroc quote,
“None of us is as good as all of us,” has

3. Take it one day at a time

and other advisors to do the

become a life and business principle I live by.

This concept has been particularly helpful

same. FP

Chip Munn is CEO of Signature Wealth Group. Follow him on Twitter at @chip_munn.
To submit a Selfie commentary, email fpeditor@arizent.com.
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TRUE GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE
FOR INDEPENDENT
FINANCIAL ADVISORS
STA R R I N G

We Exclusively Offer The Ability For Independent Financial Advisors Across All Firms and
Business Models To Access Group Health Insurance
We Also Protect Your Income, Your Life and Your Business With Large-Group
Disability, Term Life/AD&D And Business Insurance

www.FinancialServices.org/CoveredAdvisor
*Plans in 16 states for groups of 5+ members under one tax ID; plans in 44 states for groups as small as 2; dental
and vision plans for groups of 2+ in all 50 states.
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